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Abstract. The present paper compares two algorithms used to estimate thę ęffęctive
* '': l of thę urban canyon. The first model is an analytical solution of the multiple re-
,:,r-ln problem, the second is the Monte Carlo simulation. The influence of the Sun

:::. canyon walls and the streęt albedo as well as the Sun and canyon azimuths con-
-'-:":ion on the effective albedo values has been analysed. Additionally, the influence of

_: ;over (the relation bętwęen the diffuse and direct radiation) on the effective albedo
. :ten ęxamined.

Key words: effective albedo, Monte Carlo simulation, multiple reflection, urban
.' n.

1 . lntroduction

One of the most important questions in the studies on urban climate is an
-.;:ir.e albedo of a complex system (e.g. an urban canyon). This problem has

' : : ,. analysed in many papers, but the models presented by various authors were
-.:ed to one or two reflections of sunrays in an urban canyon. To a certain de-

"--: this problem has been solved while applying the Monte Carlo method (Aida
"* Gotoh, 1982; Kondo et al.,2001; Montavez et al., Ż000; Sievers and
: -rkowski, 1985). The models which have appeared recently allow for multiple
: ,:ctions (Masson, 2000). The present study aims at presenting and comparing
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two different algorithms which estimate the effective albedo in the urban ca.

The first model allows to calculate the absorption of a solar radiation ai:;"
infinite reflection between finite surfaces: the second - uses the Monte t -

method.

2. Theoretical Background

In both models an infinitely long urban canyon has been taken into coils: -:
tion. The walls and the road have been divided into elements.

2.1. Model 1 - Analytical Solution
of Multiple Reflection Problem

After infinite reflections the total shortwave radiation absorbed by a s'' '
including M surfaces is expressed by the equation (Fortuniak, Ż00Ż):

A'' =f A''
i=1

where absorption A; by the element I is equal:

A, = A, (0) + (1 - a, ) Ż,',Fi,Żr 
__! i &\

The total radiation )R, reflected by an element after infinite reflections m.
found by solving a set ofequations:

-&,Ą,. .... -a,Fr, )[En' ) [n tol )

-o,,r,,, ..., -a,F,,ll >*, I lor,o, I'i'-'ll,ł=|,I
-d,F,,. . ; lt >.R,) [^",0,.J

where: a, _ albedo of element ,, F ij - appropriate view factor (Ą-itt"., ..."iu., |. -.

R,(0) = d tSi- radiation reflected in the first reflection. Ar(0) = (1- a)Sr stani.
the energy absorbed when the first reflection occurs (Sr - total incoming radi'.
for the surface i).

For each element the incoming solar radiation Sr is calculated as a su::'

diffuse and direct irradiance including the shadowing effect. View factors :. -

been calculated by integrating formulas given by Johnson and Watson ( 19 :
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- ',lodel 2 - Monte Carlo Simulation

, , .-edure consists of three steps:
" " : :hoton of sunlight reaches the canyon. In case of a direct radiation, the
-,.ient angle is the Sun height angle; in case of a diffuse radiation the

- ,.1e is given by the Lambert's Law:

Ę = arc cos(1 -2x) (Kondo et al.,Ż00I),

. . r alue between 0 and 1 generated at random.* : :hoton reaches the wall or the street with a certain value of albedo.
' : r:rotoil is absorbed or reflected (reflection has got an isotropic charac-
": -:-lected angle is expressed by the same Lambert's Law equation as in

- - Jase b) is repeated until the photon leaves the canyon (with no limit to
' -,-. of reflections).
: :.-:ctive albedo is expressed by the equation:

4 - - Acairr * A'\',: 
lAida and Gotoh. 19821."" - 

r+ 
D 

r+ 
s

SD
- and A.*. are the values of the relation between photons reaching and

- -: Janyon for the diffuse and direct radiation, respectively. The relation
-,: diffuse and direct radiation is expressed by:

.s 0.46
p= ,** -O.S (Aida and Gotoh, 1982),

'' 
: _ilĆ transmissivity of the atmosphere (in this paper it equals 0.7) and @.

":.: between the zenith and the Sun height.

: )reliminary Results

: :-odels presented above allow for the estimation of the urban canyon

' ..tedo dependent on the urban height and width, walls and street albedo
, .i o cases of canyon orientations have been considered: the Sun azi-

r , ' - .:le canyon azimuth are parallel and perpendicular. Computations for
: -: :adiation and six Sun heights (at 15, 30, 45, 60, -15 and 90 degrees)
- . and street albedo values equal to each other have been carried out.
-- ,el azimuths (or for perpendicular azimuths at 90 degrees Sun height)

: street has been illuminated (which was the main source of light for
. rhus, the effective albedo values were not dependent on the Sun height
:rrr perpendicular azimuths, the effective albedo decreased with the
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Fig. 1. The effective aibedo of the urban canyon as a function of the HIW ratio for a streer . : * .

dicular to the rays of sunshine. Six Sun height angles for the direct radiation have been cons. _,
Additionally, the figure at the right bottom (hs = 90) represents a street parallel to the :-
sunshine. All ligures represent the Monte Carlo simulation results. Model 1 gives the same ,

increase of the sun height. Independently of the azimuth configuration, tl:
fective albedo decreased with the increase of the canyon height/width ratic, ::

the low Sun heights and perpendicular configuration, the large part of the .

tem was in the shadow. The effective albedo reached a steady value quite qu.,
and the increase of the Hlw ratro did not result in the decrease of the sysr.-
albedo.

Additionally, computations for the direct radiation and the street albedo i,
than walls (which was a more realistic situation) have been considered (Fis -

Different values of street albedo (as = 0.1, 0.15 and 0.Ż) andwalls albedo (a', =
0.35, 0.5) have been compared. If the walls albedo was slightly higher thar
street albedo (Fig. 2, the first row of graphs), the effective albedo decreased "

the increase of the HIW ratio and slightly depended on the Sun height. In a s.:
tion when the differences between the street and walls albedo (Fig. Ż, the se;
and the third row of graphs) became more prominent, the effective albedo r l. -

for different Sun heights increased. For ar= 0.1 and aw = 0.5 (Fig. 3, the:
picture in the third row of graphs) the effective albedo increased with the incr. -

of the Hlw ratio. In this case, the increase of the Hlw ratio caused the decrea..
the effective albedo only for the very high Sun. For the Sun heights arc -
70 degrees and lower, the increase of the Hlw ratio led to the amplified reflec.

hs=60 ńs=90
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- . :e effective albedo ofthe urban canyon as a function ofthe HIW ratio for a street perpen-
,- . - the rays of sunshine. Different values of the wall (a,) and street (a.) albedo and differ-
,- :.:ight angles for the direct radiation have been taken into consideration

: :rdiation by relatively white walls and resulted in the higher albedo of the
: --.

',1 rreover, the effective albedo depended not only on the sun height, the street
' .ils albedo or the azimuth system, but also on the diffuse to direct radiation

_i D). Thę computation for the street and walls albedo equalto 0.4, four Sun
. .! ( at 10, 30, 50 and 70 degrees) and six different values ofthe S/D ratio have

-"usidered (Fig. 3). The effective albedo decreased with the increase of the
:.tio independently of the s/D ratio value. If the s/D ratio equaled 0.0, only

'::: radiation occurred and the influence ofthe Sun height could clearly be
,' :d. The increase of the SID ratio caused the reduction of the differences
::n the effective albedo values for different sun heights. For the s/D ratio
. ,o 10.0 (very cloudy day), the influence of the Sun height was reduced to

.rm because of the domination of a diffuse radiation.
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Fig. 3. The effective albedo ofthe urban canyon as a function ofthe HlW ratio for a streer ::-
dicular to the rays of sunshine. Different values of the diffuse to direct radiation ratio (-S 

--
different Sun height angles have been considered

4. Conclusions

The presented models allow for the calculation of the effective albedo
urban canyon with the consideration of multiple reflections and optional '. .
of street and walls albedo, the Sun height angle and the canyon's orienr;
The methods can also be easily modified to calculate the absorption
longwave radiation in systems with complex geometry. Both methods ,--
similar results, although they used different algorithms (model 1 - an an:- ,

solution of the multiple reflection problem with the use of the matrix equ.
model Ż - the Monte Carlo simulation). The application of one of these m:. _

depends on the assumptions made to solve the problem. In case of simp,.
tem's geometry (e.g. surface processes patameterization in mesoscale m.::
method 1 can be more effective, whereas while dealing with more comp-.
ometry (e.g. architectural projects), the Monte Carlo method will definitelr :-
to be more advantageous.
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isĘmacja efektywnego albedo kanionu miejskiego _
: crownanie dwoch algorytmow

:::szczenie

. "vkule dokonano porównania dwóch algorytmów uzytych do oszacowania efektywnego
l r:]nionu miejskiego. Pierwszy z modeli jest rozwiązaniem analitycznym prob1emu wielo-
::.: odbicia' drugi to symulacja Monte Carlo. Analizie poddano wpływ wysokości Słońca,

.;ian i ulicy, konfigurację azymutu Słońca i kanionu na wielkość efektywnego albedo.
' _ ." :',1'o uwzględniono rolę zachmurzenia (re1acje pomiędzy promieniowaniem rozproszonym
-: .:ednim) w kształtowaniu efektywnego a1bedo'

i.'.'rł3 kluczowe: albedo efektywne, syrnulacja Monte Carlo, wielokrotne odbicie, kanion


